
IN THE { MERGEFIELD TK_PICOURTDETS_tkCIVILCRT_name \* UPPER } 
CLAIM NUMBER: { MERGEFIELD TK_PICOURTDETS_tkCLAIMNO } 

 
 
B E T W E E N : - 
 

{ MERGEFIELD "LINKNAME_FORENAME_1" } { MERGEFIELD 
"LINKNAME_SURNAME_1" } 

Claimant 
 

- and - 
 
 

{ IF { MERGEFIELD TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1CONAME } = "" "{ MERGEFIELD 
TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1FORENAME } { MERGEFIELD 
TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1SURNAME }" "{ MERGEFIELD 

TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1CONAME }" } 
Defendant 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

CONSENT ORDER 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Upon the parties having agreed the terms of settlement set out in the attached schedule BY 

CONSENT IT IS ORDERED THAT:- 

 

1. All further proceedings in this action be stayed except for the purpose of carrying the 

said terms into effect and that there be liberty to apply for that purpose; 

 

2. The Defendant do pay the Claimant’s costs of this action to be assessed on the 

standard basis if not agreed and paid within 28 days of agreement or assessment. 

 

 

………………………………………… ……………………………………… 
{ MERGEFIELD "PRACTICEINFO_PRACTICE_NAME" }  
 
On behalf of the Claimant On behalf of the Defendant 
 
REF: { MERGEFIELD "client_no" }/{ MERGEFIELD "matter_no" }              REF:  
  
 

Dated ……………………………………………………..  



IN THE { MERGEFIELD TK_PICOURTDETS_tkCIVILCRT_name \* UPPER } 
CLAIM NUMBER: { MERGEFIELD TK_PICOURTDETS_tkCLAIMNO } 

 
 
B E T W E E N : - 
 

{ MERGEFIELD "LINKNAME_FORENAME_1" } { MERGEFIELD 
"LINKNAME_SURNAME_1" } 

Claimant 
 

- and - 
 
 

{ IF { MERGEFIELD TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1CONAME } = "" "{ MERGEFIELD 
TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1FORENAME } { MERGEFIELD 
TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1SURNAME }" "{ MERGEFIELD 

TK_PIDEF1DETAIL_tkDEF1CONAME }" } 
Defendant 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

SCHEDULE 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 
1. The Claimant accepts the sum of { ASK sum "Enter amount of settlement to be paid" 

\D "£" }{ ref sum \* MERGEFORMAT } in full and final settlement of [her/his] claim for 

damages against the Defendant inclusive of interest; 

 

2. The Defendant do pay the sum of { ref sum \* MERGEFORMAT } to the Claimant’s 

solicitors within 28 days of the date of this order. 

 

3. Upon payment of the damages and costs referred to above, the Defendant be 

discharged from any further liability in respect of the subject matter of this claim. 

 

 
Dated                                              2012 
 
 
 
 

 


